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The Orient Iceboat Fleet, Orient Harbor, 1906
See page 2 for some local iceboat history.

As we put this issue to bed,
closing another year of publishiing this paper, we thank all our advertisers
and contributors for making it possible, and we thank all our readers for their
support and feedback. We wish you peace and joy as this year closes!
WATCH FOR THE FEBRUARY 2017 ISSUE!
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THE CENTURY OLD ICE BOATS OF ORIENT
T

he hamlet of Orient has some of the oldest and most unique ice
boats of any place in the country and a group of dedicated individuals
who maintain and sail them primarily on the frozen waters of Hallock’s Bay.
   In all probability the Dutch introduced ice boating in the new world
when they settled New Amsterdam in 1624. Ice boating was a common
sight on the Hudson River in the 18th and 19th centuries. Harper’s Weekly
published stories of some of these boats weighing nearly a ton with up to
a thousand square feet of sail. These large Hudson River ice boats could
reach speeds of over 100 miles per hour and reputed could beat the steam
trains along the Hudson. The use of these great ice boats carried over into
the early twentieth century when some of the Hudson River Valley wealthier
families, such as the Roosevelts and the Vanderbilts built and raced ice
boats on the Hudson River.
   The vintage ice boats of Orient are similar in design to the Dutch ice
boats making them unique to any others in the country. The Orient ice boats,
were constructed by local carpenters and blacksmiths. Firstly, they were all
gaff-rigged stern-steerers which set them apart from today’s constructed
ice boats with their bow runner steering. Some of the imaginative features

that you will not find elsewhere include:
• The runner planks designed like a bow-spring and built of wood.
• The stern steering rudder has two blades instead of one.
• The runners at the side and the rear are fabricated of 3/4” square bar
stock, sharpened on all four edges and set and bolted into an oak shoe
with a diamond shaped cut in it. This gives the ice boat skipper four
edges to use before sharpening again.
• The rudder posts for the stern-steering rudder were made from a wagon
wheel axle, a feature not seen or found elsewhere.
• Most of the Orient ice boats had an A-frame type cockpit that allowed
room for more passengers or to carry provisions. Ice boats were once
used to go to Greenport to bring back supplies to Orient. During bad
winter freezes in the old days, the Bay would freeze over completely
and the roads were mostly impassible.
• These century old ice boats were designed to be disassembled and stored
in local barns at the end of the ice boating season. This is one of the
principal reasons why many of them are still around today.

